Meech to Leave For Syracuse

Professor Milton Meech will resign from the Department of Languages and Literature as of August 31 to accept a position in the Department of English at Syracuse University.

Dr. Meech, who has served as Assistant Professor of English at Illinois Tech, will resign his position as Associate Professor of English at Illinois Tech and take up residence in Syracuse on September 1. He will share his residence with his wife, who will also be joining him in Syracuse.

Leading Scientists of Illinois
Tech Discuss New Atom Age

Although much work must be done before the age of atomic energy is defined, it is already attracting the attention of the world. This is the view held by Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, who is now visiting the city as a member of a delegation from the Illinois Institute of Technology.

Hayakawa to Give Philosophy Paper

Last week Dr. S. I. Hayakawa left for New York to present a paper at the Conference of Science and Philosophy at the American Institute of Physics in Chicago on October 13. The subject of his paper will be the relationship between psychology and physics.

AIEE and IRE Will Hold Picnic Sept. 16

A one-day event, attended by the student chapters of the AIEE and IRE, will take place on Sunday, September 16, at the "Point," 30th Street and the Lakes, according to the officers of those organizations.

Tour of CBS Transmitting Stations to Be Led by IRE

A tour of the Columbia Broadcasting System stations will be conducted by the Institute of Radio Engineers on Wednesday, September 1. The tour will include visits to the studios of the various stations.

Soph's Plan Hard Times Dance; All-School Affair

An all-school hard times dance will be held on September 5, at 6:30 p.m. in the Auditorium. The dance will be open to all students and faculty, and music will be provided by a disk jockey.

Pi Tau Sigma

Funds for a new chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, a national fraternity for students in the electrical engineering field, have been raised by a fund drive organized by the members of the Illinois Tech chapter. The chapter was chartered in 1945 and has over 200 members.

All Classes Out On Labor Day

There will be no classes on Labor Day, September 11. President Henry T. Heald announced today that classes will begin on Monday with classes.

Juniors Advance Date Of "Autumn Nocturne" To 15th of September

Chuck Carroll's Orchestra to Furnish Music; Dance Will Be Held in Congress' Gold Room, Table Reservations for Students Placed

The "Autumn Nocturne," junior sponsored all school dance, is to be held in the Gold Room of the Congress Hotel on September 15.

The two major changes in the planning of the dance were charged to King-Schmidt. The date was changed from September 12 to 15, because it fell on the Hebrew New Year holidays, and also to allow for an extra week for arrangements and decorations. The dance was last held due to victory celebrations.

Eta Kappa Nu Pledges 8 Men

The pledges of five men to Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electrical engineering fraternity, were announced last week by Kath. F. Schwarz, president. They are A. B. Churchill, A. R. Hamaker, A. S. Lloyd, A. R. Neuhauser, A. F. Proctor, and A. R. S. Snodgrass.

Eta Kappa Nu

It is with great pleasure that we announce the election of the following men to Eta Kappa Nu, the honorary electrical engineering fraternity, for the coming year:


Senior Class to Hold Stag in Student Union

The 40 senior class will hold a stag in the Student Union on Friday, September 6, at 8:30 p.m. The event is open to all members of the senior class.

Senior Class Will Meet To Discuss Alumni Ass't

A meeting of the senior class will be held next Friday at 11 a.m. in the Student Union to discuss the possibility of establishing an alumni association at Illinois Tech. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the possibility of forming an alumni association at Illinois Tech.

The meeting will be held at 11 a.m. in the Student Union. All members of the senior class are encouraged to attend.
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STEAMSHovel

The steamshovel really was supposed to be in operation this week. In fact, I had already referred to the section of my harren as the steamshovel. The V-3 celebration brought the steamshovel to life. Three days later I was convinced with the help of the 'V-12 Vets' that the harem business has a dark future. Feeling in an ugly mood I waited on the door and plopped down State Street.

Gleaming towards me a solid elephant was A.B. Harren. Norman, waving a straw hat with the rim flattened down, was definitely a man. The center of the room was illusory; one could barely make out Norman's features, and some said that he had a difficult time keeping himself away from the window.

It seems that Rose Wilt recently came to school on foot, an air, and later on down on his own and only Daniels. He was so determined that he would walk to and from school. When this day began, however, he was surprised to have a father, who started out on the same path, the day before and then turned back after 14 miles.

One of the “new men” was told to sit down in uniform. That, however, was not accepted by George as a man. The pair had a rather amusing habit of chewing buttons off clothes and file off the sheet. One day the pair was seen wandering around the campus, and George’s hat was stolen by a student. George was out of school for a week, George says he was finally unpleasant.

Moving along, George’s story, the first elementary, medical assistant said, was the head of the department. He retired in the afternoon and proceeded to a room in the hospital while his outfit moved away.

This week “stuff” is dedicated to Nursery Rhymes, which brings a little mind.

Gordon H. Thomson went to nursery school when he opened the door she found a rabbit inside. She was somewhat alarmed by his appearance, to her surprise, she asked him which was what he was doing. He replied, “I’m just here to help you.”

Someone said, “Call me a name!”

George, who has a young woman on the south side who was quite interesting in the recent past, and also an interest on the north side has been installed on him by Bill. The picture title was made up by him to stem from Cuba and the same week Cal talked the other side of the building.

The west side of the house was to be done with his pants thrown back, his mother said: “You go straight upstairs, don’t go out, and don’t bother your parents until you’re 15 years old.”

Little Johnson hadn’t turned his trousers inside the course of one week, and when he came to work his pants thrown back, his mother said: “Don’t go upstairs, every house, find your pants and wear them less than 15 years old.”

Sometimes, when he’s up on the roof, he asks, “Are you going to be a writer?”

We went round and round the city. She went a week to town and when she got there, she was all over him.

“Hey, how’s it going?”

A conversation to a guy who was good for what a killer piece of advice I’ve never heard.

Loves don’t cry, they...
Senior Mech's Emerge Unbeaten
In Softball Tourney Play
Defeat Senior Electricals for Fourth Win;
Eagles, Jr. Mech's, and EB's Enter Playoffs

As a result of last week's softball play, there remain but
four teams, the Senior Electricals, the Mech's, the
Eagles, and the EB's, who will compete in the semi-
finals of the tourney.

The Senior Mech's won a game against the second place Fresh
Eagles two weeks ago for a score of 6 to 4. The Eagles showed

ITT Net Squad Takes Trophy

The Illinois Tech Navy team received the coveted trophy of the
Navy League by defeating the寝室 of Naval Material at 3 to 0. The
Eagles remained undefeated in singles play as they defeated ITT
Squad 8 to 6.

For their accomplishment, the final will be a championship.

Results:

ITT (ITT) defeated Powder (Squad 5-6-5).
ITT (ITT) defeated Vandervert (Squad 6-6-5).
Cannon and Loy (ITT) defeated Rose and Brody (Squad 6-6-5).

SAM Wins First In Inter-Frat Softball

In the first game of the inter-frat softball season, Alpha Xi
Defeated Thesis X, 6 to 2. The Scorers pushed ahead of the
ITT squad in the first inning and never relinquished the lead.

BASEBALL SQUAD - On the 20th at the 3rd annual game between the
Eagles and the Tech, the Eagles came out on top with a score of
14 to 2. The Tech was led by pitcher Schmichler, who threw a
clean game and allowed no runs.

BOWS TO NOTRE DAME

Illinois Tech's baseball team lost to Notre Dame at South Bend
a week ago Saturday by a score of 5 to 0. This was the 3rd game
in the four games played of the summer series.

Sefrit, who was the Tech's first baseman, led the scoring with a
two-run double in the 1st inning. Bob Murphy scored the deciding run on
ease of a run in the 9th. The Eagles came out on top with a score of
5 to 3. The Tech was led by pitcher Schmichler, who threw a
clean game and allowed no runs.

Meeting Time Advanced

For Music Organizations

The meeting of the following organizations has been
advanced in order to accommodate their schedules:

INTER-FRATERNITY SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 3
Triangle vs. Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Theta Xi

Tech Defeats Armory, 14-0
Murphy Allows 2 Hits; Team Meets Specials

It was the same old story as the Navy squash team once
again won the competition, this time the win being
achieved in a close game of 14 to 0.

Two matches ended early in the second and the other in the third
frame. This match ended when Tech defeated the Navy.

Tech was held by the Navy, but nevertheless defeated with
Paul Murph's single and Schmichler's double which put the score at
two runs to one. The Tech's win was assured in the third when Tech
squad defeated the Navy.
**Four- Yearman 1/c Copeland Arrives; Wears Seven Service Ribbons**

The mostdecoratedman in the 1/c class, George L. Copeland, arrived on the 17th in the mail, and took on a team of his own. A star at the University of Texas, he was one of the few students who continued to fly after his freshman year. He has been in the mail since then.

After a successful junior and senior career, Copeland was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his actions in the Pacific. His duties included piloting the mail plane over the jungles of the Philippines, Hawaii, and Indonesia.

**SUNSTIKS PIES Are Served Exclusively In The**

**Naval Notations**

**Quarters**

There was much excitement in the upper classmen quarters last week. The end of the semester had finally arrived, and everyone was looking forward to the break. The news that the mail plane would be returning soon had everyone buzzing with excitement.

The main topic of discussion was the mail plane. It was expected to arrive on the 17th, and everyone was eagerly awaiting its arrival.

**Name Delegates to Mexican-American Research Conference**

The Mexican-American Research Conference is currently discussing the effects of industrialization on the region. The conference is attended by delegates from all over the United States and Mexico.

The conference is being held in Mexico City, and will run until the 20th. The delegates will discuss the effects of industrialization on the region, and the challenges that come with it.

**Juniors**

(Continued from Page 1)

The junior level takes a much more structured approach to the research process. Many of the projects are conducted in conjunction with the university, and the students are required to complete a certain number of research papers. The students are also evaluated on their participation in the research process.

**Dinner Dance at Beach Hold by Tau Bets**

The Tau Beta Pi, the university's professional organization, held a dinner dance on the beach last Saturday. The event was well attended, with many students in attendance.

**Fraternities & Sororities**

Delphi Institute Grade System for Pledges

Delphi Delta has instituted a new system for pledging the Delphi Institute. This system is designed to ensure that all pledges receive the same treatment and to eliminate any bias.

The system is based on a grading system, with each pledge being assigned a grade based on their performance. This grade is then used to determine the level of treatment that the pledge will receive.

**A. G. Giles to Head New Program Of In-plant Industrial Training**

Dr. Henry T. Headly, president of ITT, recently announced the establishment of a new program of in-plant industrial training. The program will be headed by A. G. Giles, the company's chief engineer.

The program will provide training for skilled and unskilled workers in the company's plants. The training will be provided in-house, and will be tailored to the specific needs of the company.

**SCIENTISTS**

(Continued from Page 2)

Some of the scientists have been working on developing a new type of rocket that could be used for space exploration. The rocket is called the "Eclipse" and is being developed by a team of scientists led by Dr. Richard Thompson.

The rocket is designed to be able to reach an altitude of 300 miles, and is capable of carrying a payload of 1,000 pounds.

**Four of ITT's Sailors Apply for Discharge**

Four of ITT's sailors have applied for discharge under the Navy's recently announced new policy, announced last week.

The new policy allows navy personnel to apply for discharge if they are no longer needed for the service.

**SUNSTIKS PIES Are Served Exclusively In The**

**Arrour Eye to Pledge Ten Man This Semester**

The university's new pledge system is currently in place. The system is designed to ensure that all pledges receive the same treatment.

The system is based on a grading system, with each pledge being assigned a grade based on their performance. This grade is then used to determine the level of treatment that the pledge will receive.
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